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THE
GIFT TRACKER

On the topic of gifts around your wedding, it
doesn't just mean for the lovely ones that you

receive from guests but also those that you give to
the people who have played a part in the creation of

your big day. 

In this Gift Tracker, I'll be providing you with ideas
and inspiration, also touching on the different

current trends around gift giving. 

We can get super creative with the language that
we use around this sometimes awkward topic and
I'll also be sharing some important information on

redeeming certain gifts also.

Lets get started, shall we?

W E L C O M E

Nikki  xoxo
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Tribal Love!
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It takes a lot of time, effort and support to pull off an event like a wedding and so, to do this
successfully you need a great team of people around you. A collective network of family and friends
can make your wedding planning process so much smoother and easier. 

A nice way to say thank you is to present them with a gift, possibly the night before or on the morning
of the wedding to show your appreciation. I feel inspired to share with you some of the beautiful ways
that you can show your gratitude to family, friends and wedding party members from a search on
Pinterest. I have also included a few ideas below if you're still feeling stuck. Don't be afraid to  get
stuck in either as some of these can be handmade, making them cost effective, personable and from
the heart. 



Proposal Boxes
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You said YES and now its your turn to do the proposing! 
Who have you chosen to stand next to you on your big day? Who made your VIP list?

In comes the proposal box trend that's currently at an all-time high! They are super cute and fun little
boxes of gifts for your bride tribe and below are a few ideas to replicate if you wish to.
If you want to do something special but can't justify the extra expense then you could always create a
simple but elegant little card asking the exact same question! 

Get creative and use tools like Canva, Minted, Pinterest, Instagram, Etsy and Creative Market to fulfil
your proposal needs! 
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If you are deciding to present some beautiful little boxes as a way to propose to your tribe then lets
get that tightly locked in now. Use the template below to note down the items you wish to place in the
box and where you're sourcing these items from so as to keep all of the information together. 
You can then use the tracker below to keep up to date with the packing and presenting of the boxes.
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Pick it, Pack it, 
Propose it!

PROPOSAL
BOX ITEMS

SOURCED
FROM

PRICED
AT

NAME ITEM ARRIVED PACKED PROPOSED SHE SAID YES!
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Your friends and family will naturally want to give you a gift to mark the occasion of your wedding and
although this can feel like an awkward topic, your guests will want some sort of indication as to what
you would like to receive.
There are now plenty of new businesses on and offline that specialise in this specific part of the
wedding and I'll name a few of those sites and companies below for you.

A common gift would be vouchers or money so that you can use them as you please, so really take a
moment to consider what would actually be helpful for you to receive, maybe you're looking to move
house or to renovate your home, book a honeymoon destination that would normally cost more than
you're willing to spend on a holiday? Whatever you decide you would like to do, tell your guests so that
they can contribute in some way. 

Sit down with your partner now and have a go at brainstorming some ideas that you would both love
to ask of your guests for when the time comes.
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Gift Inspo!

GIFT LIST
IDEAS
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There are some incredible wedding gift list companies available now and below you'll find just a few
options for some of the best UK award-winning wedding registries to take a look at and before you
know it, you’ll have built the dreamiest wedding gift list of all time!
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Cash

C O M M O N  G I F T S

Vouchers
Honeymoon

Gifts
Experiences

THE WEDDING SHOP

PREZOLA

PATCHWORK

THE WEDDING PRESENT COMPANY

JOHN LEWIS

Click on each logo to head straight to the companies website for more information on their services!

Gift Registries!

https://www.weddingshop.com/
https://prezola.com/
https://patchworkit.com/
https://www.weddingpresentco.com/
https://www.johnlewisgiftlist.com/giftint/JSPs/GiftList/glsmain.jsp
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If you've decided that you would prefer to receive physical products then feel free to use the template
below to note down your dream wish list. Imagine you're writing your Christmas wish list to Santa!
I do recommend though that you use a free tool from one of the companies I listed on the previous
page because it will avoid duplicate gifts as each item gets digitally checked off from the initial list by
each guest that purchases it. 
This template is more for personal use and its for those (like me!) who LOVE to make handwritten lists
before inputting something digitally. 
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Your Wish List!

PRODUCT STORE PRICEITEM #
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Gift giving is not really an easy topic to talk about with your guests because ultimately, you probably
don't mind if you received one or not? Maybe I'm wrong?! 

Here are a few great poems that I found online at hitched.co.uk and of course you can always use them
for your own wedding. It's a good idea to mention what you would prefer your guests to do in regards
to gift giving because its likely that they would ask you anyway and so this will eliminate any awkward
conversations if you're the type of person to likely feel out of place on this topic. 

If you've created a wedding website then you should also mention it on there too and of course, if
you're using an online gift registry then you can link your guests straight up to your wish list for ease
of purchase.  

We’re tying the knot and we just can’t wait,
We knew it would happen on our very first date.

As we’ve got our home dressed up with accessories,
We don’t really think that a wedding gift list is necessary.

But if you did want to give something to help us on our way,
Some money in a card would truly make our day!

All the wedding planning has worn us out,
And a dream honeymoon would make us happy, no doubt!

But we’ve got a little problem and we’re wondering if you can help,
We’ve started up a honeymoon fund — any contribution would

make us yelp!
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Poems

As we’re getting married we thought it would be fun,
To move into a brand new home — we need to get it done.
As wedding gifts are bulky and we’re a little short on space,

Some money would be the ideal gift to help us buy our place!
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Your wedding day was definitely one to remember and now you suddenly have all of these
wonderful gifts to open and enjoy. To finish this bundle, I have created for you, this Ultimate Gift
Tracker to note down the gift and the person that gave it to you so that you can begin the process
of sending your thank you cards. Enjoy!
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The Ultimate Gift Tracker

GIFT GIFT GIVEN BY NOTESTHANK YOU 
CARD SENT?
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The Ultimate Gift Tracker

GIFT GIFT GIVEN BY NOTESTHANK YOU 
CARD SENT?
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Follow us on our socials at @wedinblissuk! 
Visit our Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest

for inspiring ideas and useful tips to help you on your way!

Be sure to check out our website at
www.wed-in-bliss.com

for more information on our exciting, fun and easy video workshop for
 'How To Plan Your Wedding!'

Love & Light,

Connect With Us!

Nikki xoxo
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